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Dear iiike Lopez, 	 11/6/95 

Herewith your signed NW II. Thanks. 

Eddowee was at least -what you ay, far-fetched. Like most of the othercuith 
such idel, he lacked knowldge of the established fact. That alone enable him to cause 
all that yonfusion and deceive and mislead so many csring people. 

I was not atcarrison's side, a. you say, when he announced his investigation. 
It was about four months later when 1  was in N.O. for th first time. I must also 

confess that 1  should have had questions about wlmt he was saying before I had to 
recognize he was not for real. 	Wieved his explanation and i should not have. 

I did not like what Stone did to L'arrison, made a hero of him, but my only 
real objection to the movie, in which he has theight to say arching he wants to say, 
is thaT when he annwmexd it he said was true, was non-fiction. That was of deceptive)  A---1  
lie. 

Advice to readers o
rIt 
 Belin's book? Don't. lie  has nothing new in them and they 

say basically that because the Commission said it was right it is right- and so are4all 
the finks like him who got reputations from their and its Xii dishonesties 

Lane was not versus the Liberty Lobby. He was its lawyer. Pdiusiblellenial is 
a deliberate fake. The only question before the jury was malice in what Marchetti said 
about hunt. Lorenz is as undependable as they come. Much of that crap hlie made up was 
impossible and the rest made no sense. Besides which it was all false. 

I brought Odio to light inlAi the first. I have no eason to change a word 
on what I wroLe about her. 

Host of my books I wrote on an old, quite old Underwood upright typewriter. 
I used it until it was not possible to get parts flier it. Since then 1  have used this 
Hermos, since mid-1960. 

Best wishes, 

Garrison was a fine writer but his books are not honest. I did not ask him to ;rite 

foreword of Oswald In New Orleans. The publisher did. 
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